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Abstract- Nonbinary type-I1 hybrid ARQ (HARQ), which 
combines shortened Reed-Solomon (RS) code with ARQ, is 
proposed. Its throughput is obtained by extending Lin and 
Yu's analysis of binary type-I1 HARQ. Analytical results show 
that nonbinary HARQ outperforms its binary counterpart in 
throughput over Rayleigh fading channels when the modulation 
scheme and the FEC subsystem are selected properly. 
I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N  
In wireless communications, automatic-repeat-request 
(ARQ) and forward-error-correction (FEC) are the two basic 
schcmcs for error control. ARQ can provide very high 
reliability, but the throughput cannot be guaranteed under 
adverse channel conditions. On the contrary, FEC maintains 
a constant throughput (which cquals the coding rate), but the 
reliability i s  unsatisfactory in bad channel states. It seems 
natural to combine them, and the hybrid ARQ (HARQ) [ l ]  
came into bcing. Much work has been done in the field 
[21-[71. 
In an HARQ system, the FEC subsystem reduces the 
frequency of retransmission by correcting the error patterns 
which occur most frequently, thus increasing the system 
throughput. If an error pattern exceeds the error-correction 
capability of FEC, the receiver requests a retransmission 
instead of passing the unreliably decoded message to the user. 
HARQ can provide higher throughput than ARQ alone, and 
almost the same reliability of ARQ if proper codes are chosen. 
111 this paper. Nonbinary type-If HARQ, which combines 
shottcned Recd-Solomon (RS) code with ARQ, is proposed. 
Being ii maxiniLitii-distance-separable (MDS) code, RS code 
has very flexible coding rate adjustment and powerful error 
correction capacity. In addition, this nonbinary block code can 
be easily mapped to the nonbinary modulation constellation, 
increasing the bandwidth utilization of the system. 
1 1 .  DESCRIPTION OF L I N  A N D  Y U ' S  B I N A R Y  TYPE-11 
HARQ 
In type-ll I-IARQ, two linear codes are used [8]. One is 
a high rate ( , / L O ,  ko) code CO: which is designed for error 
detection only. The other is a half-rate invertible ( 2 k l ,  k l )  
code C1, which is used for error-correction and error-detection 
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simultaneously. In the binary case, ko = k l .  The procedure of 
type-If HARQ is as follows. 
When a message D is ready for transmission, it is encoded 
into a codeword ( D ,  Q) based on the error-detecting code 
CO, where Q represents the parity-check part. At the same 
time, D is also encoded by code C1 into ( D ,  P ( D ) ) ,  where 
P ( D )  is the redundant part. At first, codeword ( D ,  Q) is 
transmitted and the received word is (5, 0). If no errors are 
detected, the word will be assumed error-free and accepted 
by the receiver; otherwise, the erroneous message D is saved 
and a negative acknowledgment (NACK) is sent ,back to the 
source. Upon receiving this NACK, the transmitter encodes the 
parity-check part P ( D )  into a codeword ( P ( D ) ,  Q ( ' ) )  based 
on CO, and sends the parity word. The received parity word 
( P ( D ) ,  Q(l)) will be also examined according to CO. If no 
errors are detected, the message D is retrieved by the invertible 
process. If errors are detected, we combine p ( D )  with the 
previously saved D to correct errors. If the error pattern in 
( B ,  p ( D ) )  is correctable, the message D is recovered_ and 
accepted by the receiver; otherwise, D is discarded and P ( D )  
is buffered. At the same time, the second NACK is sent 
back for information word retransmission. The retransmission 
alternates betwe& the parity and the information words until 
the message is received error-free, or recovered by inversion, 
or by the decoding process. 
111. EXTENSION TO N O N B I N A R Y  HARQ 
Shortened RS codes replace binary codes as Cl in nonbinary 
HARQ. Now, we prove the validity of the invertible process 
for RS (2k1 ,  k l ) .  
RS codes are MDS codes, and have the property d, = 
n-ktl, where '12, k ,  and d,,,, are the code length, information 
length, and minimum distance of the codes, respectively. 
When a linear code is shortened, its distance property remains 
unchanged [ l ] ;  thus d,,,, = k l  + 1. If all the parity- 
check symbols are error-free, we assume that the information 
symbols are all zeros. The assumption causes at most k l  
symbol errors. As opposed to normal errors, these man-made 
errors' locations are known. Such errors can be corrected as 
long as the number of errors is less than d,,. Obviously, 
k l  < dTnin, and the invertible process works. 
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IV. T H R O U G H P U T  
Assume that the size of both modulation constellation and 
CO's alphabet is A d ,  and RS (2kl ,  kl) is defined over 
GF(21TTL), where nz = log, Ad. Each symbol of this RS 
code consists of 1172 bits. When mapping the code symbol 
to channel symbol, each code symbol is represented by the 
concatenation of 1 consecutive channel symbols. Using this 
mapping, long and powerful RS codes can be combined'with 
small-coiistellatioii modulations [9]. Obviously 
ko = lk:1.  
Let p~ and p l  represent channel symbol error rate and code 
CI's symbol error rate, respectively. Assuming the channel 
symbol errors occur independently, we have p l  = 1 - (1 -PO) ' .  
Let Q1 be the conditional probability that a message D is 
recovered successfully from the first received parity block 
P ( D )  either by the inversion process or by the decoding 
process on the code C1, given that errors are detected in 
the received word (D, Q). Through some basic probability 
transform, we derive' 
> (1 1 @ I  + a, + @ 3  + (34 
1 - P ,  - Pe 
Wl = p c +  
where p ,  and p ,  are the probabilities that a CO-coded word 
will be transmitted error-free and include undetectable error 
patterns. respectively. Obviously, 
p ,  = (1 - P o ) " " .  ( 2 )  
The undetectable error probability p ,  can be ignored if CO is 
properly selected. If we set error correction capability of the 
RS code to t ,  @I through are 
@ I  = Pr (Case I ) ,  
4-'2 = Pr (Case I I ) ,  
@ 3  = Pr (Case, I l l ) ,  
= Pr (Case IV). 
The definitions of Case I through IV are as follows. 
Case I 
Case I1  
Case I l l  
Case IV 
At least one error in D, at least one error in P ( D ) ,  
and the total number of errors in ( B ,  P ( D ) )  do not 
exceed t .  
No errors in D, at least one error in Q, and the 
number of errors in P ( D )  are at least one, but no 
more than t .  
No errors in P ( D ) ,  at least one error in Q( l ) ,  and 
the number of errors in D are at least one, but no 
more than t .  
No errors in (D, P ( D ) ) ,  at least one error in Q, and 
at least one error in Q('). 
AI1 the cases are shown in Fig. 1 .  For simplicity of expression, 
we define \ 
'We choose the same notations as in  I i i  and YLI [8] 
Case I Case I1 
Case Ill Case IV 
_ - - - -  0 Error free U Contanng errors L - _ _ _ i  Negligible 
Fig. 1.  Error distribution o f  all the cases. 
According to the error distribution shown in Fig, 1 ,  we get 
t i - I  
When we ignore p ,  and let X = @ I  + a, + @ 3  + 4-'4, Q1 
becomes 
Let Q 2  be the conditional probability that a message D is 
successfully recovered from the second received information 
word (B/, Q l )  given that errors are detected in the received 
parity word ( p ( D ) ,  0'')) and the first received information 
word (B, Q), and that the received parity word ( P ( D ) )  Q(l ) )  
fails to recover D, but detects the presence of errors in 
(0, P ( D ) ) .  Q, can be expressed as 
t -1  k l  t-i 
(9) 
The buffer size N of the receiver is set to the number of 
CO-coded words transmitted during the roundtrip dclay 7 at 
information rate c, namely 
Resorting an inferior system [XI, we get the lower bound of 
the throughput. Due to space limitations, only the final results 
are presented. The details of the derivation are similar to that 
in [XI. The throughput 71 of the nonbinary type-I1 HARQ with 
selective-repeat (SR) i s  lower bounded as follows: 
150 
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wherc 
n, = ~,Q,B,N-’  + p c ( i  - Q ~ ) Q ~ B ; - ~ ,  
fj2 = 2 - p , ~ , ~ f i - ~  - B ~ B ~ B [ - ’ ,  
and 
B1 = P c ( 2  - P c )  +x, 
B2 = 1 - (1 - p c y  + (1 - p c ) X + Y ,  
Y 
B3 = Bl + -. 
1 - P c  
We observe that the results of the nonbinary case resenible 
that of Lin and Yu’s binary case. If pl = po and ‘vi = 1, (1 1 )  
reduces to the binary case, which is identical with (35)  in [XI. 
v. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
Two nonbinary HARQs are considered in the calculation, 
with QPSK and 8PSK modulations, respectively. Information 
is firstly encodcd by shortened RS (62, 31) code to get 
information part and parity check part separately. Then 12 
parity bits are appended to these two parts individually, which 
are generated by the following cyclic generator polynomial: 
gcrc12 = Dl’ + Dll + D3 + D2 + D + 1. (12) 
The roundtrip delay T and data rate c are assumed to be 33 ms 
[ 101 and 2 Mbps, respectively. Rayleigh fading channel with 
perfect symbol interleaving is assumed and the channel symbol 
crror rate (identical with the symbol error rate of CO, i.e. pa)  
can be expressed approximately 
sin2 (5 )  y
1 + sin2 (6) y ’ p o  ZZ 1 - 
where Y denotes the average signal to noise ration (SNR) of 
thc received signal. 
Figs. 2 illustrates the throughput of nonbinary type-ll 
HARQ with QPSK modulation. For comparison, the through- 
put  of the ideal SR ARQ with infinite receiver buffer is also 
presented. In the whole SNR range, the HARQ outperforms 
the SR ARQ in throughput, and the throughput also increases 
with the error-correction capacity t ,  which can be observed 
clearly from the figure. The nonbinary HARQ with XPSK 
modulation has a similar trend and is not mentioned again. 
Binary and nonbinary HARQs are compared in Fig. 3, 
where the binary HARQ using shortened BCH (1000, 500) 
code is just what proposed by Lin and Yu in [8]. Obviously, 
the nonbinary HARQ schemes are superior to the binary case 
when they have the same error-correction capability. When t = 
10, thc nonbinary HARQs with QPSK and XPSK modulation 
intercross each other around SNR of 19 dB. Before the point, 
QPSK modulation can provide higher throughput than 8PSK 
modulation, and 8PSK modulation will exceed after the point. 
For- t = 15, the similar phenonienon occurs near the SNR of 
I6 dB.  This shows that the nonbinary HARQs with different 
modulations can compensate each other, thus helping extract 
the maximal throughput potential. 
Fig. 2. Throughput comparison between ideal SR ARQ and nonblnai-y type-ll 
HARQ with QPSK modulation i n  Rayleigh fading channels. 
1 8 -  
1 6 -  
1 4 -  
I -12 1.2- 
e 








0 2  :: 10 15 20 25 
SNR (dB) 
Fig. 3 .  Throughput coinparison between binary and nonbiiiary HARQs i n  
Rayleigh fading channels: solid lines for t = 10 and dotted lines for t = 15. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Nonbinary type-11 HARQ, which combines shortened RS 
code with ARQ, is proposed. Throughput of the HARQ with 
finite buffer is analyzed. Two nonbinary HARQs with QPSK 
and 8PSK, respectively, are examined in Rayleigh fading 
channels. The numerical results show that nonbinary HARQ is 
superior to the ideal SR ARQ, and also outperfoim its binary 
counterpart by a large margin. 
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